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Abtract: Genocide is mean is a systematic crime of massacre against ethnic or groups. The 
crime of genocide is carried out with the intention of annihilating a nation or group. Genocide 
as international crime, the sanctions are strictly regulated in the Convention on Prevention 
and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide and Rome Statute, and in Indonesian Criminal 
Law has been regulated in Law Number 26 of 2000 concerning Human Rights Courts. 
However, how genocide in the Islamic criminal perspective? So it is important to look for 
concepts with a legal approach to determine sanctions of genocide in the Islamic criminal 
perspective. The results of this research, genocide is part of the jurisdiction of Islamic 
criminal perspective, genocide belongs to a combination of jarimah. Jarimah is threatened 
with qhisash, with qhisash aimed at giving a deterrent effect to the perpetrators, while for the 
general public this qhisash provides benefits as a preventive effort. 
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Introduction 
Human right is a fundamental right that is inherent to the human self is not supernatural beings 
God Almighty, as well as universal and lasting. Therefore it must be protected, respected, and 
maintained and should not be ignored, because of neglect and contempt for human rights have resulted 
in deprivation of basic human rights in the form of human rights violations [1]. The extent of human 
right violations includes severe human rights abuses. One kind is a crime of genocide. 
The crime of genocide is a crime of massive and systematic massacre against a nation or group, 
with the intention of destroying that nation [2]. The crime of genocide that expanded and done against 
a group not justified by the interests of the military, in this case the need for a protection for a society 
or group both in peace time and or war. In these conflicts, civilians often suffer even as a direct target. 
They suffered mass slaughter, hostage-taking, sexual violence, harassment, expulsions, forced 
displacement, the closure of access to water, food and health care [3]. Clearly language and the 
meaning of the word destruction leads to intentional homicide or unintentional murder. The terms of 
some kind of large-scale, mass murders seem to ignore the possibility that a suspect can be held 
personally liable for criminal destruction after doing a single murder [4].  
Multiple Commission of acts or the implementation of multiple actions, understood requires 
more than one type of actions that are not humane. So also with the crime of genocide that combined 
the crimes committed. For example killing members of the group, causing serious mental wounds or 
against the members of the group, deliberately inflicting conditions of life upon the group that counts 
will cause physical destruction in whole or in part, and for forcing the intended actions to prevent 
births within the group, as well as can be a crime in the form of forcibly move the children from that 
group to another group [5], for example: 
Manos Tshombe armed men attacked several times the local population in the six Naasthist 
villages, often rapping and pillaging like maniacs Those who resisted were branded Rabuko 
supporters and faced detention or death. The Tshombe men accused the villager of collaborating with 
the president, they return again and again to the villages at night and extract revenge Somestimes they 
marched the villagers into the bush to work as human mules, straving them to death. At the end of two 
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weeks of the siege, only ten of the 9.000 villager were found alive in these villages, perharps because 
they were Arantics. The deathly stink emanated from the badly mutilated human bodies strewn around. 
The marauders did not even spare the ancient Naasthis temples that were UNESCO protected 
monuments, [6]. (Case Number One Of 2008). 
The destruction of the example above is a case of murder is accompanied by other crimes, and 
the object is the human. human is a creature of the most glorified God Almighty, therefore the human 
rights should be protected, the rights of the most important is the right to life, the right is absolute 
human property rights based on the review of the human side without consider of skin color, religion, 
nation, State and position in society. Right to life is the most important rights and need to get attention 
because it is a sacred right, not justified by law violated his glory and should not be underestimated its 
existence [7].  God said in surat Al-Isra '(33): 
And do not kill the soul which is forbidden by God (killed but by the one true reason. And who 
is killed tyrants then Verily We gave power to his heir, but shall not exceed the limits of ahi that 
inheritance in killing he was the one who got the aid [8]. 
The sign of Allah SWT above describes a killing can be done when there is a reason that can 
be justified by the Shari'a. While on the crime of genocide, the killing that is done there is no reason 
that is justifiable to do so. If the author analyzes then the genocide crimes contain elements of murder, 
murder is the Act of deliberately omitting the life intentionally with the intent to kill the victim. [9]. 
The elements of murder victims, according to Shari'ah is deliberately is a human being who guarantee 
the safety of the country, death as a result of the Act the perpetrator and the existence of mens rea 
from the perpetrator [10]. 
However in the crime of genocide not only evil in the form of murder, as has been described 
above, but the crime of genocide in it occurs samenloop or concursus strafbare van faiten. Thus the 
genocide was designated as kejatan over the heavy human rights violations become criminal 
jurisdiction of the International Criminal Court (ICC) as a direct law enforcement system [11] and the 
national courts for the country to ratify the Statute of Rome as indirect law enforcement system. 
The crime of genocide which became the jurisdiction of the ICC nor the national courts have 
not showed the most efforts of eradication and sanctions that are assigned to the convicted person in 
the author's analysis does not provide a proven deterrent effect is still much the occurrence of cases of 
crimes of genocide in different countries such as Palestine or Israel Myanmar over Rohingnya (though 
the two countries are not subject to the Statute of Rome). So neither the Statute of Rome nor the ICC 
has not yet reached the goal of the law, namely to provide fairness, expediency and certainty of law. 
This kind of law enforcement into its own unrest for authors, so the authors are interested to see the 
concept of law enforcement for crimes of genocide in different legal systems i.e. Islamic legal system 
to be able to find formulations as well as the concept for crimes of genocide through a research 
entitled Sanctions for the Perpetrators of the Crime of Genocide of the Islamic Criminal Law 
Perspective. 
 
Method 
1. Research Approach 
In this research, the author used the normative legal research methods, which include the 
principles of law. In addition, this research also reviewed and researched about the norm, namely 
the verses of the Qur'an and the Hadith related to the crime of genocide, with the meta norm comes 
from the study of philosophy and legal theory. So found fundamental problems and solutions 
related to the sanctions for the perpetrators of the crime of genocide in the Islamic criminal law 
perspective. Normative legal research will be on the starting material libraries dotted or secondary 
data, with coverage of the primary law materials, secondary and tertiary [12]. 
The research method was also known as the normative law is the method or manner used in 
legal research conducted by way of researching the existing library materials [13], or research 
libraries (library research) means that this research was done by reading the papers related to the 
issues that will be examined later to load the study of research [14].  
 
2. The Nature Of The Research 
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Basically, research is a stage to find back a truth. So, it will be able to answer questions that 
appear about an object of research [15]. The study was descriptive in nature i.e. research conducted 
to elaborate the object of his research, or research that aims to describe about it in certain areas and 
at certain times [16], i.e. sanctions for perpetrators the crime of genocide in the Islamic criminal 
law perspective. Then, the nature of the research that was used by the author was descriptive legal 
research (descriptive study of legal) form of exposure and aims to gain a full picture of the 
implementation of the law. 
In terms of the nature of the research, the researchers tended to use the reform-oriented type 
research as Hitchinson, which according to research which intensively evaluates the adequacy of 
exciting rules and which recommends changes to any rules found wanting [17]. The choice of 
approach in this research was to use the approach of doctrinal legal research (doctrinal legal 
research). The research examined the means of law as a normative system [18]. As a normative 
system then the law cannot be viewed simply as a written rule, sort of like the verses of Al-Qur'an, 
Hadith as well as legislation, but rather the overall principle and underlying or other forms of legal 
rules which are not written or when executed (in conreto). In theory, the concept of research 
questions is directed to look back on the rationalization of the basic assumptions and crime of 
genocide in perspective of criminal law of Islam. 
3. Legal Resources 
Legal sources used are primary sources of law and secondary law sources, namely:  
a. Primary Legal Materials, it came from the legislation. 
b. Secondary Law; material, i.e. material that gave a description of the primary legal materials. 
Secondary legal material derived from text books that contain the principles of law and the 
views of scholars [19].  
c. legal Materials tertiary, is the law that gave the instructions or explanations against the law of 
primary and secondary legal materials [20]. 
 
Results 
1. Teorl Al-jabb and the analysis of the crime of genocide  
As a manifestation of the development of crime, crime of genocide is a crime that appears 
along with the development of the community. The purpose of the crime of genocide it is wiping 
out a group of nation, race, ethnic or religious group. The crime of genocide in the Islamic criminal 
law previously has not been criminalized, so that the necessary theory of al-Jabb in criminalizes 
crime of genocide in the Islamic criminal law perspective. 
The theory of Al-Jabb or absortif, according to Islamic jurisprudence was enough to drop the 
one sentence only, so the other penalties need not be dropped. The punishment in this context is 
none other than the death penalty, where the implementation itself absorbs the other penalties. In 
this case the destination intimately connected with the staple in the overthrow of the punishment. 
The purpose of principal punishment in the overthrow of the Islamic jurisprudence is prevention 
(special prevention and general prevention)/ar-raddu waz-zajru, teaching and education/al-islah 
wat-tahdzib [21]. In addition the objective purpose of the overthrow of the sanctions is to delete 
sins committed by someone and in the next future perpetrators of crime will not be tortured [22]. 
As the Hadith of Prophet Muhammad explains that it means: 
Hadith Yahya bin Yahya Al-Tamimi, Abu Bakrin Ibn Abi Umar Syatbah An-Nagid Isaac 
Ibn Ibrahim Ibn Numalz, and completely accept the Hadith from Ibn Uyayyinah have been saying: 
Hadith Sofyan bin dart Uyayyinah Az-Zuhri from Abu idris from Ubadah Ibn ash-Shamit say we 
sit with Rasulullah, he said to me not to associate any God with, not adultery, not steal and not to 
kill the soul which Allah prohibited except in the right way. Whoever among you who kept his 
promise, then the equivalent is determined by God. And whoever does any of the above, then he 
gets his punishment due to his actions, then the punishment be Eraser his sins. And he who did one 
of the things, but God covers it, then the matter should be left to God, if he wanted (forgive him) 
then la will forgive him, and if he wanted (tortured him), then la will torture him, (HR . Muslim) 
[23].   
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2. Samenloop Van strafbare Faiten in crime of genocide 
By using the theory of al-Jabb above which the author serve as the basic theory to overthrow 
sanctions for the perpetrators of the crime of genocide, i.e. any acts committed with the intent to 
demolish or destroy all or part of a group of Nations, races, ethnic groups, religious groups. By 
using the reskriptif method of the crime kegosida interpretatie in perspective of Islamic criminal 
law occurred in the concept: 
a. Murder  
Qital is derived from fi'il muzahiq remove soul or turn off or deeds of mankind to get rid 
of life and undermine the building of humanity [24]. Generally the term murder is an activity 
done someone and/or some person that results in a person and/or some people died [25]. So, 
murder is a deprivation of a person's life or counteraction by others resulting in no proper 
functioning of entire limbs due to the absence of the spirit as the key ingredients for a moving 
body [26]. 
Not any one religion in this world who looked paltry human right to life and put 
something so Holy so that kill one person considered killing everyone and anyone who saved 
the soul of a person as though it had saved lives the entire human race. God said in surat Al-
Maidah: 32 as follows: 
Meaning: therefore, we set the (something legal) to the children of Israel, that he who 
kills the human person not because of the people that kill other people, or not due to make 
mischief on the Earth, then it is as if he has killed the man entirely. And he who nourishes the 
life of a human being, then it is as if he has been nurturing human life entirely. And behold, 
there came to them Our Apostles with clear information, then many of them then surely exceeds 
the limit in doing the damage in the face of the Earth. 
Al - Quran has ordered that protect human life, [27] in surat al-An'aam paragraph 151 
States: 
Meaning: and do not you kill the soul which is forbidden by God (kill him) but rather 
with the right reasons. 
1) Mounds Murder Elements Intentionally 
From the definition that has been expressed above, it can be noted that the deliberate 
murder of elements is as follows.  
a) Victims killed was a man 
b) Resulted in the death of the perpetrators of the Deed c) the death of the victim is the will 
of the perpetrator 
2) Setting Sanctions the murder of the Qur'an and the Sunnah  
a) Setting Sanctions the murder of the Qur'an as for the legal basis for the murder of the 
Qur'an is of which is: 
1) the Qur'an Surat Al-Baqarah:178  
2) Al-Qur'an Surat An-Nisa: 92 
3) the Quran Surat An-Nisa: 93 
4) Al-Qur'an Al - Furqan:  68 
b) Setting the sanction murder in the Sunnah 
The basic laws governing the sanctions law homicides in the Hadith which are: 
1) Narrated from ' Abdullah bin Mas'ud ra. He said: Rasulullah SAW said: every murder 
in son's hence the tyrant Prophet Adam was the first blood part will have committed 
murder (HR. Bukhari) [28]. 
2) Narrated from Al-Mughirah bin Syu'bah ra. He said a woman had hit the honey that is 
in a State of pregnant with a stick until he died. One of them came from the House of 
Lihyan. Then The Prophet. Dropping penalties or to the woman who did the murder to 
the heirs of the murdered; While the fetus is in the stomach must be redeemed by a 
servant boy or girl. Then one of the heirs of the man who killed that said: do I have to 
pay or children who have not been able to eat and drink and not to scream? It is clearly 
an accident that should not be borne by the last Prophet Muhammad heard it said: 
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would like it just Arabian? Rasulullah said again obligated to pay or over them. (HR. 
Muslim) [29]. 
3) Narrated from Abu Hurairah ra. He said the real Prophet Muhammad said: the hour it 
will take effect after the number of events Harj. They said: hi Rasulullah, what was 
Harj? She said: killings (HR. Muslim). 
4) The Hadith of Ibnu Abbas ra: it was narrated from Said bin Jubayr ra, he said: expert 
Kufa has argued opinions about verse which means who murdered a believer 
deliberately then return is hell then I went to see the mother of Abbas and ask a 
question about the text. Ibn Abbas tells the verse is the last verse was revealed; 
therefore no one gave sustenance (HR. Muslim). 
5) Narrated from Abu Musa ra. He said the Prophet said: a few days before the advent of 
Islamic sciences, doomsday was abolished, the incidence of ignorance and many valid 
jinayah especially jinayah murder (Bukhari). 
b. Persecution  
1) Definition of Persecution  
Crimes of genocide also resulted in physical or mental suffering that weighs against 
the members of the group, it is called also with persecution. According to Abdul Qadir Auda 
persecution every deed the hurting others about his body, but not to eliminate the myswa. 
The notion is in line with the defenisi provided by Zuahili Wahbah that criminal acts aside 
from the soul is every tort upon human agency, either in the form of cutting limbs, scarring, 
or beating, while the soul or life and her life remains undisturbed. 
It is stipulated that the person who hurt the people it should be mukhalaf, he is mature 
and sensible. And, maturity that is marked by dreaming of semen (sperm) removing and age 
without any dispute among the fuqaha. While the social status of people who hurt it required 
balance with the soul of the person who hurt [30]. 
2) Elements of Persecution  
The point of the elements of a criminal offence upon the addition of the soul, as 
expressed in the definition above is hurt. Thus included in the deed is hurt that is any kind of 
offences that are hurt or undermine human limbs like scarring, beatings, strangulation. Islam 
that: crime is divided into two classifications in determining criminal acts over apart from 
the soul, namely in terms of its intention and of object or target. 
a) In terms of its intention 
The point of view of its intentions, the top criminal acts other than the soul or the 
persecution became part of the crime of genocide, i.e. any deed in which the perpetrator 
intentionally doing the deed with intent against the law.  
b) In terms of the object or the object 
Review of the object or target, the top criminal acts other than the soul or 
persecution is divided into five sections:  
1) he persecution of the upper limbs 
2) Removing the limbs while the benefits of its kind still intact 
3) Al Syajai (wounded at the face and head) 
3) Settings of the persecution in the Qur'an and sunnah 
a) Settings of the persecution in Al - Qur'an 
Al Qur'an surat Al-Maidah: 45: Meaning: And we've set against them in it (At 
Law) that the soul (1) with the soul, the eyes, the nose with the nose, ears with ear, teeth 
with a tooth, and wounds (else) there are “kisasnya”. Whoever let go (“kisas”), Then 
release it (be) Sin for him. Whoever does not decide on the matter according to what was 
revealed God, then they are the people that tyrants. 
b) Setting the persecution in the Sunnah  
Abu ya'la Ibn Syaddad Ibn Aus Ra of the Prophet. He said:  "Allah has ordered 
Ihsan (do good in everything. When you kill (“menggiyaskan”) then “gishas” do it in a 
good way and when we slaughter (animals) then do the slaughtering it properly and be 
sharp blade and encouraging its slain animal ( HR. Muslim). 
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Discussion 
As a manifestation of the development of crime, crime of genocide is not a crime that will 
appear but rarely happens, if anything it just leads to crimes against humanity or crimes against 
humanity who is notebenenya one of the Severe human rights violations in addition to the crime of 
genocide. The crime of genocide is a crime that had not been previously new crimes of genocide as a 
crime both in extra ordinary crime has special characters that are important to note, one of the 
character of the crime of genocide could be views of the purpose of the crime was carried out. 
The purpose of the crime of genocide it is wiping out a group of nation, race, ethnic or religious 
group. Crimes of genocide can occur in wartime or in peacetime with different types of crime with 
intent to destroy the group. Destruction can be done by killing of members of the group, performing 
acts that cause physical or mental injuries that serious members of the group, create a group living 
conditions will be destroyed in physical whole or in part and impose measures aimed at preventing 
births within the group as well as in the forced transfer of children from one group to another group. 
The method of the crime of genocide committed with the main objective to destroy a nation, 
race, ethnic and religious groups. The crime is done directly to annihilate a people group with killing 
and also carried out gradually with the crimes mentioned above. Crimes committed in addition to 
murder, the perpetrators also systematically and gradually committing crimes predicted could lead to 
extinction of a group of nation, race, ethnic and religious groups. 
But in this case, Islamic criminal law that is consistent with legal sources hold the main i.e. the 
Qur'an and the Hadith or sunnah, although various issues always arise in the development of human 
life. This led to the latest crimes such as genocide is not set explicitly in the sources of the Islamic law 
Genocide can be combined as jarimah, so in an attempt to overthrow sanctions by using Ajabb 
theory or the theory of absorption. As for the theory of absorption said according to the Islamic sharia 
is enough to drop one sanction only, so the other penalties need not be dropped. The punishment in 
this context is none other than the death penalty, in which its implementation by itself absorbs the 
other penalties. 
However, the crime of genocide could not be classified with jarimah qhisash because its 
elements are different because the mens rea of the crime of genocide is the killing of members of the 
group, murder by deliberately removing formulated lives others systematically and deals with the least 
or no policies or plans that underlie the occurrence of such attacks and the perpetrators intentionally 
kills one or more members of the group, without any need for planning done and the victims included 
in the ethnic group, race, nationality or religion is becoming a target. Another way that is done is to 
destroy the perpetrators by means of inflicting physical or mental injuries that serious members of the 
group, the crime, including physical or mental hika serious including on it is acts of torture, whether 
physical or mental, inhumane treatment and persecution. 
Sex crimes can also occur in the form of deliberately inflicting conditions of life upon the group 
that counts will be devastating physically as a whole or in part. This phrase means that the methods of 
destruction used by the perpetrators is a method which does not directly kill the members of the group, 
but ultimately leading to the destruction of the Group's members physically, including by making 
members of the Group live mediocre or gradually became, systematically expelling members of their 
group home residence of, and reduce the health service up to under the terms of the required 
minimum. 
Then the criminals also forced actions intended to prevent births within the group. Imposing 
measures intended to prevent births within the Group include abortion, contraception, coercion, 
sterilization, separation based on sex and hinder marriage. Such actions may result in the suffering of 
mentally as well as physically. Furthermore the perpetrators of the crime of genocide to destroy a 
group they forcibly moved the children from a group to another group (the deportation). 
Although in Islamic criminal law question of the crime of genocide is not jarimah is not mean 
murder and in the concept of Islamic criminal law perpetrators of crimes of genocide could not be 
convicted of the crime of genocide, into jarimah ta'zir because the punishment has not been regulated 
by laws regarding minimum or maximum limits and the authority to set the punishment handed to ulil 
amri or for the present left to the Government in this respect is the judge. If looking at the quality of 
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the cases and the result of inflicted, then the sanctions for the perpetrators of the crime of genocide in 
perspective of criminal law of Islam is qhisash. 
 
Conclusion 
The effort of discovery sanctions for the perpetrators of the crime of genocide in the Islamic 
criminal law perspective, which is the crime of genocide is a combination of some crime or combined 
jarimah. The crimes contained in the crime of genocide is the deliberate murder and jarimah criminal 
act against besides the soul or persecution with the aim of eliminating other people's right to life and 
make it destroyed as well as result in suffering both physically and suffering serious mental. Then the 
evil of genocide in perspective of Islamic criminal law sanctions equal to the sentence against jarimah 
Qishash in the form of deliberately killing. 
As for the theory is the theory of Al-jabb (theory of absorption/absorption theory). Absorption 
according to Sharia is enough to bring down a penalty of punishment alone, so the other penalties need 
not be dropped. The death penalty, where is the punishment in this context is not another 
implementation by itself absorbing other penalties. 
The purpose of the overthrow of this penalty is a deterrent effect has occurred for the 
perpetrators both physically and psychologically so that similar deeds is not repeated again, in addition 
the overthrow of qishash punishment for the perpetrators of the crime of genocide as a preventive 
action, so qhisash becomes a certainty of justice sanctions, as well as benefit. 
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